INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS COURSES  
(Spring 2015)

Please note that some courses appear in more than one category; they may fill either category, but not both.

IR CORE COURSES

Capstone Seminar  
POL404 Sr Seminar: Contemp Intl Peacemaking  TR 9:30-10:45  Baglione

REQUIRED FOUNDATIONAL COURSES

ECN 101 Introductory Economics (MICRO)  MULTIPLE SECTIONS  
ECN 102 Introductory Economics (MACRO)  MULTIPLE SECTIONS  
POL 115 Intro to International Politics  MWF 10:10-11  Gioioso  
IRT 211 World Regional Geography  MWF 9:05-9:55  Gioioso

ELECTIVE FOUNDATIONAL COURSES (Class of 2015, 2016, 2017)

IRT 211 World Regional Geography  MWF 9:05-9:55  Gioioso  
HIS 202 American History 1865 to the Present  TR 8:00-9:15  Miller  
HIS 202 American History 1865 to the Present  TR 5:00-6:15  Sibley  
HIS 206 Historical Introduction to East Asia  MWF 11:15-12:05  Carter

UPPER-DIVISION COURSES

ECN 370 Economic Development  T 2:00-3:15  Bookman  
ECN 370 Economic Development  W 2:30-3:45  
ECN 475 Asian Economics  MWF 10:10-11:00  Balasubramaniam  
HIS 206 Historical Introduction to East Asia  MWF 11:15-12:05  Carter  
HIS 301 United States and Latin America  MWF 10:10-11:00  Warrens  
HIS 356 Modern South Asia  MWF 2:30-3:20  Abbas  
HIS 381 U.S. as a Global Power, 1914-Present  TR 12:30-1:45  Sibley  
POL 331 Latin American Politics  MWF 1:25-2:15  Gioioso  
POL 335 Comp Politics of the Mid East & N Africa  TR 12:30-1:45  Staff  
POL 491* Philadelphia-Area Internship  Arranged  Liebell  
* POL 491 May count for IR credit with the approval of the instructor and the IR committee, depending on the internship arranged